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VSoft Corporation to Present at RDC Summit 2016
Leading RDC provider discusses innovations in business deposit with CenterState Bank,
duplicate detection strategies with ECCHO & software innovation during new Lightning Rounds
ATLANTA, Sept. 7, 2016 – VSoft Corporation, a global provider of information and technology
solutions for financial institutions, is joining several panels at the upcoming RDC Summit 2016
in Orlando, Fla.
During the panel, “Strengthen Your Commercial Clients’ Banking Experience with OnView
Business Deposit,” Puneet Malhotra, senior vice president at VSoft Corporation, and Jarrod
Hurd, vice president and treasury management director at CenterState Bank, will discuss how
VSoft’s OnView Business Deposit provides commercial customers innovative technology that
extends the convenience and cost savings of remote deposit capture and transmission to
businesses that receive a regular volume of checks. CenterState Bank will also provide insight
on how OnView Business Deposit is helping its commercial accountholders reduce preparation
time, overhead, operational costs and branch visits by depositing checks anywhere, anytime.
The panel will take place Wednesday, September 14 at 3:45 p.m. ET.
Additionally, VSoft’s Charlie Brinza, senior solutions engineer at VSoft Corporation, will join
Phyllis Meyerson, executive vice president at ECCHO, during the session, “Dealing with
Duplicates.” With the explosive implementation of RDC, financial institutions are keenly focused
on minimizing duplicates while efficiently handling those duplicates that do occur. The handling
of duplicates is dependent on legal considerations including the warranty against duplicate
presentment. The challenge is how to mitigate duplicate presentment in today’s image
exchange environment. During this discussion, panelists will discuss the common sources of
duplicates, effective prevention and detection controls, and how the latest industry approaches
dealing with duplicates. The session will take place Wednesday, September 14 at 1:15 p.m. ET.
Finally, VSoft will participate in this year’s RDC Software Lightning Rounds on new
developments in acceleration, automation and innovation. Participating companies will discuss
the latest innovations in RDC software as well as the advancements made in software
architecture and design to improve product functionality, user experience and mitigate risk. The
Lightning Rounds will take place Thursday, September 15 at 2:45 p.m. ET.
VSoft is also available for product demonstrations and interviews at its booth #T-8.

About VSoft Corporation
VSoft Corporation offers platform-based services for the banking, financial services and
insurance (BFSI) industry. Its core, payment and digital banking solutions reduce cost and
maximize efficiency while providing seamless, real-time, high-volume and high-performance
transactions across multiple channels. The VSoft platform can be delivered in-house, or as an
outsourced ASP or SaaS model to best meet the needs of individual financial institutions.
VSoft’s services have been trusted by more than 2,600 financial institutions worldwide. For
more information, please call 770-225-7692, or visit www.vsoftcorp.com, or follow them on
Twitter @VSoft_Corp.
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